Bureau ot State Office Buildings
Report of Activities and Accomplishments
January 1, 1999 through June 30, 1999

OVERVIEW
The Bureau's two main

FY

areas of focus for the second half of

99 were the implementation of the

photo ID access system and the completion of several capital construction projects in cooperation
with the Division of Capital Asset Management.

The Bureau converted from a three-card access/ID system to a one-card system, placing nearly
10,000 state employees who work in the Government Center Complex on a single ID and access
system. The new system centers around a universal photo ID card, which allows for easy, one-card
access to the various doors and garages in the Complex, as well as to individual agency access
points. Individual employee access needs are specified by the employee's agency head.
Capital construction projects completed include the restoration of the steps at the

Hooker Entrance

House, the waterproofing of the skylights above the Great Hall in the State House,
repointing of the west fa9ade cornice of the State House, and the installation of new cooling towers

to the State

in the

McCormack

Building.

New quick action garage
security

doors were installed

and allow the building

at the

McCormack

garage which provide tight

The new Rytec doors

to retain heat.

are lighter than the steel doors

and can handle a higher volume of traffic.
the Bureau turned its attention to Y2K preparedness in
power and water supply, fail. Potential areas of concern
and plans were developed to resolve all issues by November 30, 1999.

After completing

its

Y2K analysis,

internal

the event that external systems, including

were

identified

Major improvements were made

to office space in the State

DC AM contracted with Meredith and Grew,
management systems, and

capital needs.

House, including the Auditor's

office.

a consulting firm, to review the Bureau's operations,

BSB

and

DCAM staff met with Meredith & Grew several

times and received valuable suggestions on improving the operation of the agency.

The Bureau's policy manual,
were made

As

first

written in 1994,

to sections regarding parking, the

new

was completely reviewed and updated. Changes
access system and bicycle parking.

the Saltonstall Building agencies relocated to other facilities,

BSB

staff assisted in the

moves

and resulting cleanup, and secured the newly vacated areas.

was rebuilt
Hurley-Lindemann garage was re-

After being out of service for nearly two years while the Hurley-Lindemann plaza

conjunction with the

New Chardon

Street Courthouse, the

in

opened.

With a number of personnel changes
Fall

1

anticipated, the annual

Bureau

staff retreat

was postponed

until

999, after the positions of Director of Security, Deputy Superintendent for Planning and

Engineering, and Research could be filled. However, Bureau managers met regularly and
developed goals and objectives for FY 00.
In January,

Bureau

staff spent

much

time organizing and managing

many

inaugural and swearing-in

events for the Governor, the Lieutenant Governor, and other constitutional officers, as well as

helping the two

new

constitutional officers. Treasurer

Reilly, to get settled in their

new

offices.

Shannon O'Brien and Attorney General

Tom

SAFETY AND SECURITY
ID/Access Control Project
The Bureau's Safety, Security and Parking Department improved security and public safety in the
Government Center Complex by implementing a new Y2K compliant access control system. The
new system combined both building and garage access onto one card, eliminating the need for
numerous cards. With the installation of this new system came tighter control over loading docks,
plaza entrances and garage access. Audible alarms were installed to ensure that doors were not kept
open. Rytec garage curtains were installed at the McCormack garage entrance/exit to alleviate wear
and tear on the steel doors, and handicap accessible push-plate door releases were installed at both
the McCormack and Saltonstall garage pedestrian doors. Overall contract costs for work performed
in FY 99 totaled $135,683. The Bureau worked cooperatively with the Department of Revenue, the
Department of Employment and Training, the Information Technology Division and the

Department of Mental Health

to

determine access needs in various areas throughout the

Government Center Complex.

The metal

detectors, X-ray

Buildings meet

all

machines and

ADA requirements.

turnstiles in the lobbies

The Bureau has extended

agreement for both the metal detectors and X-ray machines

at

of the

McCormack and

Saltonstall

the cost-effective lease-to-own

an annual cost of $14,016, including

the monthly service fee.

Private Security

The Bureau contracts with Reliable Security, Inc. to operate the metal detectors and X-ray machines
in the two high rises. Weekday guard coverage consists of 4 guards from 7am-6pm, and 1
supervisor from 7am-4pm. Weekend guard coverage has continued with one guard on foot patrol
checking various locations throughout the buildings from 9am-5pm. This coverage is provided at
an annual cost of $52,274. The Director of Security oversees the contract with Reliable and
receives daily security updates from the on-site supervisor. Management from Reliable met with
Bureau

officials in the spring to

review contract requirements.

State Police

Increased security has resulted in increased demands on the Government Center State Police

Command

in the McCormack Building. The State Police have a manned post in the lobbies
McCormack and Saltonstall Buildings from 7am-7pm weekdays. On weekdays, there
are nine (9) officers on duty from 7am-3 :30pm, two (2) officers from 9am-5pm and six (6) officers
from 3pm- 1 :30pm. Weekend State Police coverage consists of two (2) officers on duty from 7am3pm and two (2) officers from 3-1 1pm.

based

of both the

1

The State Police enforce security procedures and the weapons policy. The State Police
commanding officer, Sergeant Charles Hanko, is aware of and focused on the Bureau's mission of
providing a safe and secure workplace. The State Police have worked cooperatively with the
Bureau to provide a positive presence in the Government Center Complex.

STATE HOUSE OPERATIONS
The focus of State House Operations during this reporting period was to provide a high
service to State House customers through efficient day-to-day operations.
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level

of

Daily Operations and State House Contracts
The Bureau, along with its elevator contractor, Delta/Beckwith Elevator, monitored
problems with Elevator 12, which have now been resolved.

The cooling system was brought
Bureau

staff

on-line on

May

15,

the recurring

1999 without any problems.

monitored the services of the cleaning contractor, UNICCO-Integrated Facilities
The daily cleaning has improved substantially

Services, to ensure the success of the contract.

compared to services under the previous contract, and recycling has almost tripled. Preliminary
numbers indicate that the Bureau will likely realize cost savings in trash hauling this year due to the
success of the recycling program.

UNICCO-Integrated Facilities Services, through its Women-owned Business Enterprise contractor,
JRCS, has shown improvement in the timely completion of project work. UNICCO has begun
distributing customer feedback cards, which will provide a more accurate method of measuring the
contractor's progress. So far, the cards have revealed that the majority of customers are happy with
the services of the contractor. Random inspections of different office areas are performed weekly in
the State House and are completed during office hours so that inspectors can solicit comments from
customers. UNICCO-Integrated Facilities Services and JRCS continue to improve their turn-around
time for responding to

calls.

The pest control contract currently held by Pest End, Inc. operates under Integrated Pest
Management procedures as required by the Governor's Executive Order 403. The complaint log,
which was implemented last fiscal year, has worked well in providing timely detailed contractor
performance measures. During this reporting period, 472 pest complaints were logged in the State
House and the Operations Center in the McCormack Building.
Bureau and Pest End has been the education of customers on proper
and food storage. A new informational form was developed for this purpose, which,
if followed, should minimize the need for traps and poisons. The Bureau has also worked with the
Boston Health Department and has implemented several suggestions to keep pests out of the

The

greatest challenge for the

office hygiene

building.

Under

the mechanical maintenance contract

awarded

to

Johnson Controls World Service, the

HVAC valve replacement project for the 4* floor was started and halted during the spring swing
season.

The weather

patterns this spring did not permit the termination of heat prior to the

3'^'^
and 4^*^ floors has been
swing season when weather conditions are conducive to this type of work.
The cooling problems in rooms 436 and 437 were remedied through a change order to the current
contract using flinds allocated through Chapter 194 of the Acts of 1998.

beginning of the cooling season. The completion of this project on the
scheduled for the

fall

DOC Community Crew
The

Utilization

daily operation of the State

House remains highly dependent on

supervised by the Department of Correction. The

Community Crew

the services of the inmate
is

responsible for

cleaning and maintaining the State House grounds. The Director of State

all

crew

aspects of

House Operations works

closely with the assigned Correctional Officer, Arthur Cardarelli, to ensure that the skills of the

crew members are properly utilized. The Crew provided approximately 25,000 hours of labor at a
cost of $71,029 during this reporting period. (This figure includes the overtime salary of the crew
chief, transportation and meals.)
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Over the past winter months, the Community Crew kept the sidewalks and grounds clear of snow
and ice. The crew was also utilized indoors to continue the ongoing painting project: the first
floors of the Bulfmch State House and the wings were completely repainted, as was the east wing
stairwell. Additionally, the offices of the State Auditor, the Lieutenant Governor, and the House
Minority Leader, as well as Rooms 61G, 113, 114, 115 and 103 were repainted. Spring work
included planting all flowers on the grounds, transplanting bushes and perennials and keeping the
lawn manicured and all common areas around the State House clear of debris. The cost of plantings
was $4,100 during this period.
Division of Capital Asset

Management

Projects

The Division of Capital Asset Management has been very active in the State House, and recently
brought the ADA project to closure. The State House Operations staff and the Bureau's
administrative staff work closely with Division of Capital Asset Management project managers to
ensure that all problems are identified and that warranty work is completed. The State House ADA
project was an overall success, providing many improvements for State House customers and
visitors. Further ADA issues are resolved as they are identified. The Director of State House
Operations has also been working with the Division of Capital Asset Management to study the
continuing problems with the State House roof

Chapter 194 Projects
In December 1998, the Bureau received funds through Chapter 194 of the Acts of 1998 to complete
much-needed repairs to the State House. The projects for which funding was received included
pointing of the west fa9ade cornice, the restoration of the stairs at both sides of the General Hooker
entrance, waterproofing of the Great Hall skylight, and pigeon control and cleanup for the library

archway and Governor's portico. Providing adequate cooling
House office in Room 436 was also included on the project list.

portico,

the

for

Hearing

Room 437

and

The Director of State House Operations and the Deputy Superintendent for Administration
completed a Request For Response for designers, awarded design work, approved design
specifications, bid, and awarded all jobs to be completed prior to the close of Fiscal Year 1999. All
projects were completed on time and on budget.
State

The

House Events/Functions

State

House

is

a popular location for public and private functions. State

House Operations

maintains an inventory of assorted function equipment. Recent purchases of tables, velvet rope, and
stanchions have improved the availability of equipment. Major events from the past six months
include the inaugurations of Governor Cellucci and Lieutenant Governor Swift, the visit of Italian
Prime Minister Massimo DeLeema, swearing-in ceremonies of incoming members of the General
Court and the Judiciary, as well as the inaugurations of Auditor Joseph DeNucci and Treasurer

Shannon O'Brien.
Function

Statistics

FY
Number of State House events requiring Bureau
Number of after-hours functions booked
Number of after-hours functions actually held

98-Part

II

FY

99-Part

I

FY

99-Part

248

37

307
26

32

23

28

User fees collected

$15,000

$14,250

$4,750

Bureau costs collected

$10,975

$10,325

$2,600

$6,502

$5,100

$1,950

$70,300

$61,595

$27,893

staff assistance

Cleaning costs collected (for cleaning contractor)
State

House Special Event Fund Balance

4

366

28

II

ADMINISTRATION
General Counsel
The General Counsel serves as part of the management team and provides legal, policy and
procedural advice in a number of areas including contract procurement, labor relations, freedom of
information requests, public safety laws, and pending legislation pertinent to the agency. The
General Counsel is responsible for representing the Bureau at administrative law hearings,
reviewing and organizing policies and procedures, and providing assistance to the Superintendent,
Deputy Superintendent, and other Bureau staff.
Policy

Manual

During the past reporting period, the Bureau Policy Manual has undergone several changes. A
complete review of the manual revealed the need for revisions, either substantive or technical, to

most

sections.

An

updated version of the manual was released

in

March 1999.

Since March, changes in Bureau operations have prompted further revisions to the manual. Policies
regarding parking, building access and security have been updated to reflect the Bureau's

ID access system.
Bureau facilities.

The Bureau

In addition, a

solicits

new

new photo

policy has been added regarding the parking of bicycles at

comments and suggestions from

its

customers on policy matters.

Martin Survey
The Bureau was asked to participate in a survey of Massachusetts Agencies' Research, Training and
Information Needs (MARTIN) conducted by the Center for Public Policy and Administration at the
University of Massachusetts

at

Amherst.

The survey requested information on the number of research projects the Bureau had completed
during the past year, on the number and nature of research projects the Bureau planned to initiate
over the next three years, and on the types of agencies/companies the Bureau would be working
with to fulfill its research needs. It further requested information on training needs of the agency.
The Bureau responded

to the

MARTIN

survey in

May

1999.

Information Technology
Since the last reporting period, the Bureau completed the configuration and set-up of a new server,
which will keep the Bureau in compliance with the Information Technology Division's standards
beyond the Year 2000. Other accomplishments of the Bureau's Director of Data and
Telecommunications during this past reporting period include:

•

The

•
•

and maintenance of the Simplex NT3400 security system (oversaw the
of the system in Government Center and received training on system);

installation

installation

The conversion of the security database to the new system (with Simplex);
The purchase of much-needed equipment and backup software for the Bureau's network with
funds from ITD;

•

Participation
for

on the Procurement Management Team

Government Center

elevators.

5

for the

emergency

call

box system project

Daily Bulletin

The

circulation of the Daily Bulletin continues to grow.

The Daily Bulletin

is

sent via e-mail to

forwarded by many of them to others within their agencies. The Daily
Bulletin serves as an informational tool, and is used to disseminate news, schedules, and advisories
to Customers quickly and easily. Daily Bulletin topics include future public meetings, daily
over 800 individuals and

is

meetings, training opportunities, building events and recurring informational articles.
Staff Levels

The following

table

shows the Bureau's

staffing levels at the

end of this reporting period and

provides comparative data for the end of FY98 and the halfway point of FY98.

Bureau Staff Levels

Employee Type

06/30/98

12/31/98

06/30/99

FTE

63

65

61.5

Long Term lA
Short Term lA

2

2

1

0

0

1

Consultant

2

2

1

Senior Interns

6

6

6

College Interns

5

3

2

OPERATIONS AND ENGINEERING
During the second half of Fiscal Year 1999, the Operations and Engineering Department, consisting
of the Operations Center, Engineering, Trades, and Building Staff, worked cooperatively to
successfully

manage and improve

the operations of the Bureau's buildings. During the past six

its contractors responded to nearly 5,000 customer
up over 1,058 meetings, and oversaw 88 outside contract activities. In
addition, they assisted in the move of agencies from the Saltonstall Building.

months, the Operations/Engineering staff or
requests,

booked and

set

Major Projects
Saltonstall Building

As

it is important for the Bureau to continue providing
and customers remaining. Although diminished in number,
building staff continues to provide daily services, such as pest control, cleaning and general
maintenance and trades work where needed. Operations has also assisted in the renovation of office
space for several agencies that will be staying until the end of the year, including wall relocafion in
the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs. The leaking of the Saltonstall roof was a continuing
problem; however, the mason has patched the roof to prevent further leaks. The majority of light
bulb replacements have been completed after hours and the electricians have scheduled the after-

the Saltonstall Building

is

gradually vacated,

daily services to those agencies

hours replacement of ballasts.

The relocation of agencies from

the Saltonstall Building has required special services from the

Bureau. There are protocols to be followed for agencies prior to their moving from the building.

The Bureau coordinates the cleaning of all equipment and furniture prior to the move. The Bureau
must then arrange loading dock and elevator coverage (sometimes on an overtime basis) for the

6

moves. As agencies vacate the premises, the cleaning contract is modified
and building directories are updated and distributed.

to reflect a reduction in

office cleaning,

problems caused by many vacant areas in the
began to formalize policies and procedures to secure vacant areas
and assure that building conditions are monitored more closely. A weekly checklist for vacant areas
was developed to supplement the current checklists for occupied areas. Building staff members
now visit all areas at least once a week to ensure that each floor is secure and that there are no major
problems. In May and June the Bureau began to change the locks to all vacant space and designed
plans to be implemented in July to close certain floors and elevators in compliance with Public

The Bureau has
building.

In

started to address the various

March, Bureau

staff

Safety codes.

In late

May, under

the direction of the Bureau's Engineering Department, the Saltonstall Air

Quality Task Force conducted the yearly air quality
99, the

Bureau spent $33,098 on

tests, air

monitoring, and wipe

tests.

During

FY

Saltonstall Air Quality related work.

McCormack Building
McCormack Building workers meet

and assist
and out of the building.

the daily needs of the customers in the building

various building projects, including the

moves of several agencies

into

in

The biggest project in the McCormack Building during the last six months has been the replacement
of the two 1200 ton and one 300 ton cooling towers. Engineering staff worked with the Division of
Capital Asset Management to coordinate and oversee the project to completion. In preparation for
the work. Bureau staff and the community crew cleaned the 7^*^ and 22"'' mechanical floors to make
room for the new equipment. The carpenters removed steel fencing and created new partitioned
storage areas for the Information Technology Division and the offices of the Attorney General, the
Secretary of State, and the Treasurer. In late April, the Engineering Department coordinated a
helicopter lift of the new equipment into the building. The first tower was in place and fully
operational by mid-June.
In addition to the cooling tower replacement, the Engineering

of Capital Asset Management
infrastructure.

to

make

Examples of improvements

with a 450 ton electric

chiller; installing a

areas; replacing the fire

pump

Department worked with the Division

other improvements to the building's mechanical
include: replacing the old steam absorption

machine

cooling loop for computer rooms and other special needs

control system; and completely redesigning the

HVAC and electrical

systems for the Information Technology Division. In mid-May, the Bureau's monitoring contractor

completed a survey

to

determine the location of floor sensors in the building.

The operation of the garage doors had been a problem

in the

McCormack and

often necessitating closing either an entrance or exit to one of the garages. In

Saltonstall Buildings,

May new

light-

weight, high-speed doors were installed to improve the efficiency of the garage door operation.

Major electrical work in the building included redesigning the emergency power system to operate
as one system encompassing all building needs. As agencies continue to upgrade their systems,
more power is required to operate them. The Bureau is continuing its attempt to find sources to
supply power to support this growth. The electricians upgraded the electrical infrastructure by
installing a 45KVA transformer on the 3'^'' floor. The continued repair of the exterior Plaza lighting
was another priority during this reporting period.

A potentially serious problem with any high-rise building is a cracked window;
were

to fall to the street

below,

it

if

a broken

window

could seriously injure pedestrians. In January, Bureau staff
7

quickly identified and took remedial action to replace a cracked

window on

the 8

floor, at a cost

of

$6,200. While waiting for favorable weather conditions to replace the windows, the smoking area

was temporarily
Other

closed.

McCormack
new

Building projects included:

lockers for the security contractor and Bureau staff;

•

Installing

•

Repainting

•

Installing wall protectors in the freight elevator lobbies to prevent

all

freight lobbies;

damage by

the cleaners and

contractors.

State

House

Although not involved in the State House's day-to-day operations, the Operations and Engineering
Department provides considerable support services for project work. Some of the major projects
are listed below:

Governor's Office

The carpenters stripped and refinished
4'*^

floor offices so

space in

Room

new

the

wooden double doors, and cut down doors in the
and
The carpenters also reconfigured new office
3'^''

carpeting could be installed.

106 and the Governor's Council workstations.

House of Representatives

The carpenters built office space in the Minority Leader's office area and Engineering
contractors improved the cooling system for rooms 436 and 437.

staff

and

its

Administration and Finance

The carpenters cleaned and repaired the walls, woodwork, and chairs and Operations oversaw and
coordinated carpet replacement. The carpenters repaired the walls in the Fiscal Affairs Division.
Auditor's Office

Operations provided planning, bidding and oversight for plumbing and material contractors in the
Auditor's kitchen and Bureau electricians installed the

new

kitchen, including wiring.

Treasurer's Office

The carpenters repaired and refinished the Treasurer's conference

table.

Secretary of State

The carpenters demolished cabinets

Room

in the State

Bookstore and built

new

office space outside of

104.

Art Commission

Engineering staff worked with the Division of Capital Asset Management and the Art Commission
to

waterproof and improve the

HVAC system in the archives.

plaques in the Hooker Entrance.
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The mason and carpenters

installed

Electrical

Systems

The Bureau's electricians began the electrical preventative maintenance work that infrared
indicated was needed. Considerable time was spent removing the Christmas lights.

Lindemann Building
The Lindemann Building again

received accreditation from the Joint

of Healthcare Organizations. The Bureau and

its

testing

Commission on Accreditation

contractors assisted Department of Mental Health

personnel in meeting the JCAHO requirements. In addition, trades staff repaired the freezer and
two cooler ceilings. New parking designations were painted on all spaces on both garage levels.
major building improvement was the Lindemann underground storage tank cleanup and removal.

A

Hurley Building
is generally the responsibility of the
Department of Employment and Training. However, Bureau trades staff and the community crew
complete work there when needed. The carpenters replaced missing splined ceilings to provide airbalancing capability. The community crew made cosmetic improvements in the garage.
Engineering staff worked with the Division of Capital Asset Management to study modifications to
the general building and computer rooms. Engineering staff worked with the Department of
Employment and Training and the Department of Public Health to ascertain the reasons for
complaints of poor air quality in the building. The Bureau's electricians also removed all old wiring
in the Hurley cafeteria in conjunction with the new cafeteria management.

Currently, day-to-day operation of the Hurley Building

and Springfield Buildings
The Bureau has renewed its commitment to its buildings in the western part of the state. During the
last half of 1 999, the Trades Manager became directly involved with the running of the buildings

Pittsfield

and continues to seek to improve the operations of those building. He now visits monthly and is
working with the Division of Capital Asset Management and Gale Associates to assist with capital
improvements. Some of the major projects undertaken include:
•

New parking

•

Repaired fresh

•

Replaced fan

•

Replaced

•

Numerous

•

Installed a

•

Installed

•

Installed

•
•

Installed locks for the Department of Mental Health
Manually adjusted heating controls for the
floor

•

Repaired large areas of the

•

Provided asbestos associated workers as needed.

lot light installed

air

by Western Mass

Electric;

handler on the upper roof;

belts

air filters

on the exhaust

fans;

on the lower roof heating

units;

repairs to the domestic water pipes;

plywood backing for the new Department of Revenue telephone system;
locks on all customers' exterior doors from 1^' through 5'*^ floor;
numerous window balances throughout the building;

new

file

cabinets;

DMH area;

5'^

floor

due

to

roof leaks;

A major contract for improvements to the Pittsfield and Springfield buildings, recently awarded by
DCAM,

will cost approximately $1,023,000.

Contracts

Mechanical Maintenance Contracts
The Engineering Department monitors the mechanical maintenance contracts in the Bureau's
Government Center Complex. Although the cooling towers in the McCormack Building were
9

still

being replaced, the conversion to the cooHng season was successfully completed in

all buildings by
mid-May. METASYS, the building automation system, was fully operational by the middle of
April. The mechanical contractors adhered to their monthly water treatment schedules in all
buildings and completed the preventative maintenance of all kitchen equipment as outlined in the

contracts.

Miscellaneous Contracts
Operations and Engineering monitors several contracts for building services in Government Center.
Elevator complaints decreased, from 603 during the last reporting period to 472 during this
reporting period, due, in part, to the Bureau's attempt to resolve problems as soon as they are
identified.

Operations worked with Department of Mental Health officials to monitor the cleaning
Lindemann Building. In addition to monitoring the day-to-day cleaning services in

contract for the

the Saltonstall Building, Operations

worked with JJS Services

to clean office furniture prior to

agency relocations. Operations closely monitored the new cleaning contract in the McCormack
Building: the contractor initially had a difficult time in meeting the specifications, but has
improved in fulfilling most of the terms of the contract. The relocation of several large agencies

from the building

in the early part

of the year contributed

to the increase in the overall recycling rate

of the building.

Procurement Management Teams
In conjunction with the Operational Services Division, trades staff contributed to the

Lamp and

Ballast contract. This

substantial cost savings to the

new

new

statewide

contract reduced the price for light bulbs, resuhing in

Commonwealth. Operations and Engineering

staff

worked with

the

Informational Technology Division on Year 2000 readiness and compliance issues. Engineering
also conducted emergency power tests for the State House and McCormack Building to ensure Year
2000 compliance. Operations and Engineering staff worked closely with representatives from the
Division of Energy Resources in accommodating plans and testing for alternative fuel (electric,
compressed gas) vehicles in the Commonwealth's Government Center fleet.

Monitoring Contract
In March, the Bureau awarded the contract
Controls World Services

at

improve monitoring services

The contractor began

for 24-hour building monitoring services to

an annual cost of $427,915.
in the detail

Johnson

A major goal of the new contract was to

of the tours, reporting systems and emergency response.

improve efficiency in operations and set up
which allows the contractor, and ultimately the Bureau, to better
March, the METASYS system, a system to monitor the building's

to renovate the Control Center to

a computerized logging system,
track building problems. In

physical condition,

was brought

on-line.

Elevator Telephones

The emergency telephone system in the elevator cabs has been of major concern to the Bureau over
few years. Persistent problems with phone reliability, as well as a lack of standardization

the past

between, and even within, the buildings has been a major detriment to the building's safety

equipment. In mid- June, after

much

planning, the Bureau procured an emergency call system;

bidding technicalities have delayed the awarding of the contract.

Following the departure of the Director of Security and Safety in mid- April, the Bureau's
Engineering Department assumed the responsibility for the Government Center complex
contract.

Meetings were held with the contractor and modifications were made

assure that

all

safety codes.

State

necessary testing was instituted as soon as possible to comply with

The heat

detectors in

Room

fire

alarm

to the contract to
all

building

life

55 of the State House were modified, an additional 56

House detectors were changed, and a new detection system was
10

installed in the Great Hall.

Engineering also began a study to determine and redesign

fire safety

procedures in Government

Center.

Fire Extinguisher Survey
In February,

Bureau

McCormack, and

staff

conducted surveys of all existing extinguishers in the Lindemann,

They then accompanied the contractor
needed corrections were made.

Saltonstall Buildings.

extinguishers and assured that

all

to test all fire

Pest Control

The Bureau continues

to

work with

its

pest control contractor to alleviate pest problems in the

buildings using Integrated Pest Management. Operations, with the assistance of Pest End, Inc.

supplemented the long-standing logs with a newly-created form
building staff and exterminators visit an area, they
to reduce pest problems.

Government Center

The

facilities

—

the Pest Inspection Report.

now recommend ways

Bureau of the Pest End contract, which covers

cost to the

under the Bureau's jurisdiction, was $32,344 in

When

customers can help us

that

FY

all

5

99.

Work Permits
The Bureau's Operations and Engineering Department provides administrative, logistical, and
engineering assistance to Government Center agencies in renovating, upgrading, expanding, or
relocating their office areas. The Operations and Engineering Department oversees and monitors all
contractor work permits to ensure that all work is completed safely and in compliance with Bureau
policy and building regulations. The Bureau modified its contractor work permit stipulations as
needed to assure a safe and comfortable work environment for all its customers. During this
reporting period, fifty permits were issued for 88 jobs. The permits involved 27 agencies and 36
vendors within six Bureau facilities. The major projects included renovating the Treasurer's Office,
and the relocation of the Bureau of Special Investigations and the Department of Revenue.
Permit Breakdown:

1

Window

Blind work permit

(1

work permits (2 contractors)
work permits (2 contractors)
Plumbing work permit (1 contractor)
4 Security work permits (4 contractors)
Software work permit ( contractor)
Sprinkler work permit (1 contractor)
2 Telephone/data work permits (7 contractors)
1 Video installation work permit (1 contractor)

contractor)

1

work permits (3 contractors)
13 Electrical work permits (8 contractors)
2 Filing Systems work permits (1 contractor)
Flooring work permits (5 contractors)
10 Furniture Installation work permits ( 5
3 Carpentry

1

1

1

1

HVAC work permit (1

1

1

contractors)
1

6 Office Design

3 Painting

1

contractor)

Quality Assurance

Customer Requests
During this reporting period, the Operations Department attempted to refine its system for tracking
customer complaints to completion. The following table indicates the types of calls Operations
logged into the database and responded to during the last six months. The substantial decrease in
customer complaints is a combination of increased Saltonstall vacancy and more calls bypassing the
Operations call center. (Activities relative to relocation, other than hamper/recycling needs, were
not logged into the main Operations database.)
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CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS/REQUESTS BY BUILDING AND TYPE
January 1999-June 1999
Gov't Center

Hurley

Lindemann

McCormack

Saltonstall

House

State

Total

Air Quality
Air Quality
Ceiling

1

Fumes

1

2

3

2

18

8

27

21

1

6

27
1

52

143

Cleaners
Blinds

38

7

Miscellaneous

104

38

1
1

Graffiti

2

2

Plumbing
Restrooms

12

21

45
5

33

87

32

79

24

1

105

Trash

77

18

2

97

Vacuuming

47

31

Spills

1

119

78

Electrical

No power
Miscellaneous

3

Lights

Hampers/Recycling
Hampers
White Paper

1

40

42

5

62

19

89

132

867

241

1240

83

167

1

101

168

2

1

85

250
271

Locksmith

Key

40

3

37

20

49

14

1

3

Lighting Codes

11

13

24

Computer
Fan

11

4

15

Locked Out

1

General

2

3

1

1

43
2

60

68

Mechanical
Maintenance
Cafeteria
|

8

8

HVAC

2

2

25

5

1

Leak
Plumbing

3

7

16

21

1

1

40

120

114

2

48
277

23

241

96

2

362

27

189

72

1

297

28

8

Recirculation*

14

14

Temperature

35

Miscellaneous
General

9

Moves
12

36

Parking

1

1

Phones

Room

Setups

Signs

2

2

24

10

1

31

5

4

23

12

8

1

1

20
12

Smoking

2

4

Surplus

4

5

2

Pest Control

Dead rodents
Mice/Other Pests

42

38

101

93

98

58

151

80
292

Safety

Low

Rise Problem
2

Fall

1

PA

1

14

4

3

30*

many customers bypass

462
14

6

Miscellaneous

*Figures are incomplete, as

137

13

System

Total

14
It

14

Elevator

5

8

24

15

12

UJ

413

2815

1544

152*

4957

the Operations Office for service.
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Compared to the previous six months, the number of requests in most categories either remained
same or decreased. The only category with a substantial increase was recycling. This can be

the

attributed to the following factors:

1

.

Recycling

in the

McCormack

cleaning contractor had
2.

3.

4.

new

Building began again in earnest in January after the

become

established.

Many

agencies formerly located in the Saltonstall Building purged their files before moving
from the building.
The changes in administration and in constitutional officers resulted in personnel changes
and related "housecleaning".
Operations improved its tracking of recycling requests.

Operations improved in the tracking of calls from the time they were first made to their completion
and made progress, cleared up outstanding work orders and followed up on various cleaning
complaints/requests.

Duplicates

One way

to

measure customer satisfaction

request before the problem
least

is

is

to track the

number of times a customer has

to

make

347 instances, a customer had

to

make more

than one request to get a favorable result. The

following table indicates what type of problem generates the most duplicate requests. Not
surprisingly, multiple requests for lighting accounted for almost half of all duplicate requests.

Multiple lighting requests in the

McCormack

people from the same agency might

Building were the result of two factors:

call to request a bulb, not

knowing

that

someone

The Bureau was temporarily out of replacement bulbs
May.

already called; and 2.)
late

April and early

Two

1 .)

had

else

for several

weeks

Logged Duplicate Requests by Building and Type
January 1999 to July 1999

McCormack

Saltonstall

Total

General Cleaning

9

2

11

Electrical

7

3

10

9

1

17

Fumes

12

1

13

Lights

81

70

151

Lindemann

Elevator

Miscellaneous

*

7

11

5

17

Pests

12

10

22

Plumbing

13

15

28

Temperature

15

5

210

128

20
347

Total*

a

resolved to his or her satisfaction. During this reporting period, in at

1

8

Only categories with greater than

1

0 logged duplicate requests shown.
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Work Orders
Not every call/complaint generates a work order, but the work order system is one method the
Bureau uses to track whether work has been completed and how long it has taken to complete the
work. The number of work orders decreased considerably from the previous six months, with only
one type of work order, Cleaning, showing a slight increase.

Work Orders

by Trade and Building
January - June 1999

McCormack

Lindemann

Total

Saltonstall

Trades
Carpenter

Mason
Painting

-)

55

Jo

131

1

Z

5

1

14

1

1

Cleaning

Mechanical
Maintenance

c
1

93

1

1

Electrician

76

o

5

c

37

87

21

108

309

194

579

Miscellaneous

Locksmith
Maintenance

3

85

16

32

167

88

104
287

2

15

17

151

151

535

1467

Asbestos-Related
Projects
Saltonstall Lights

795

137

Total

A major innovation to the work order system was making the database available to
Previously, Operations prepared outstanding

lists

Operations prepares the reports once a month because
call or

work

is

all staff

in various categories

to look at

of work

how

long

in

Lindemann

Lights

takes to resolve the

request (in days) until the

McCormack

Saltonstall
1.3

52.7

Electrician

Mechanical Maintenance

it

first

each building.

Asbestos Associated

Carpenter
Cleaners*

6.6

10.7

3.8

36.6

18.7

13.5

0.9

1.6

1.7

0

2.5

18.9

Locksmith
Maintenance

4.8

14.7

1.2

3.6

11.3

Mason

14

7.4

4.5

27.9

17.6

Painting

staff.

Now

can view the current status of any

complaint. The following table indicates the length of time from the

work was completed

Bureau

and paper.

order, thereby saving preparation time

Completion Times
Another way to evaluate customer satisfaction

all

of work orders for managers weekly.

*Figure high for Saltonstall Building because of poor reporting by cleaning contractor
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at the

9.2
beginning of the year.

Liaison Meeting

Bureau held a meeting for agency Haisons from all of its buildings in Government
The meeting presented an opportunity for Bureau representatives to meet with liaisons and
contractors to discuss how building problems can be resolved through cooperation. The cleaning
and extermination contractors were in attendance to answer any customer questions.
In February, the

Center.

Miscellaneous

DOC Community Crew Utilization
The

community crew is most helpftil to Bureau staff in maintaining the buildings. In
snow removal, grounds work, and assisting in the removal of surplus furniture, the crew

high-rise

addition to

painted numerous agency office spaces, repainted the bumpers and parking lines in the Hurley and

Lindemann Garages, and removed obsolete storage areas and barriers in the
Buildings, thereby providing the Bureau with much needed parking spaces.

Saltonstall

and Hurley

High-Rise Functions
The Bureau provides space for meetings in 1 0 Bureau conference rooms in the McCormack and
Saltonstall Buildings. During this reporting period, over 1,058 meetings were held, requiring
varying degrees of setup. Operations publishes and distributes a weekly conference room schedule.
The University of Massachusetts at Lowell holds evening classes in the McCormack Building
conference rooms, and the Bureau accommodates other state agencies and non-profit organizations
in the lobbies

of both high-rises. This

filming of the movie

fiscal year, the

"Bye Bye America." The

for a scene in another

McCormack

Building was the scene for the

Saltonstall Building lobby

was used

as a backdrop

movie.

Daily Bulletin and Lists

During

this reporting period.

articles

and publicizing building events.

Operations contributed heavily to the Daily Bulletin by suggesting

A

considerable amount of time was devoted to updating

worked with the Information Technology
management of the database of persons receiving the Daily Bulletin
(liaisons, department heads, senators, representatives, etc.). The numerous changes in state
government personnel in the last six months have made keeping the database and lists a challenge.
the public and daily meetings sections. Operations

Division to improve the

New

lists

were also created for

fire

wardens and parking

liaisons, as well as

former Saltonstall

customers.

MASSACHUSETTS ART COMMISSION
Art Collection Conservation and Maintenance
The Art Commission continued it program of routine maintenance of all exterior bronze statues and
memorial plaques on the State House grounds. Because of their composition, bronzes are
particularly susceptible to corrosion in the acidic urban environment. Primary treatment was
conducted in 1986-1987, when the statues were cleaned of the black and green sulfides and sulfates
(loose and powdery products of oxidation of the metal alloy) which had resulted in disfiguring
streaks and loss of detail. Conservators then chemically re-patinated each statue, and coated it with
"Incralac," an acrylic coating which acts as a barrier between metal and air, and protects the bronze
surfaces from repeat corrosion. The acrylic coating itself is protected with several layers of clear
paste wax, which serve as the sacrificial coating in rain and snow.
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After this

initial

conservation treatment, the Art Commission designed a program of routine

of the damaging corrosion process. After each statue is
examined by a professional sculpture conservator, its surface is washed, and the wax coating re-

maintenance

applied.

to prevent the recurrence

In addition to the statues, all bronze plaques received primary conservation treatment in

1992, and have also been placed on a program of routine maintenance. Several monuments,
including the John F.

Kennedy Memorial

,

the

Kennedy donor plaque and
,

the Liberty

Elm Tree

plaque have been regularly maintained since their installation, and remain in original appearance.
,

Acquisitions

The Commission
Collection.

is

pleased to announce the addition of one

A plaque honoring the

8'*^

Army

new

object to the State

Force Historical Society in the east wing entrance of the State House. This
plaque to be installed in the State House.
Art Commission

It

member Paula Kozol, and
is

is

the

60'*^

8'^

Air

memorial

will be catalogued as object #1999.1.

Art Collections Manager Susan Greendyke Lachevre

continue to serve on the Steering Committee for the

members of the sub-committee which

House Art

Air Force was unveiled on June 14, 1999 by the

Women's Leadership Memorial and
,

are also

monitoring the work in progress. Several formal reviews

have been conducted since the project was awarded in fall 1998. The Commission is also reviewing
designs for a donor plaque which will acknowledge major contributors to the project. The
memorial, designed by Sheila Levrant de Bretteville and Susan Sellers, will be unveiled

in October,

1999, outside Doric Hall.

The Art Commission has revised and approved the third edition of its "State House Art Acquisition
Guidelines," which are distributed to sponsors of all art objects proposed for the collection. The
"Guidelines" were first prepared in 1988 to explain procedures for adding new works to the
collection and to clarify the Art Commission's role in the acquisition process. They now also
discuss several criteria for consideration including historic significance, suitability for the collection

and artistic merit, and are accompanied by specification forms. Over the years these Guidelines
have proven to be extremely helpful to the various constituencies seeking to place memorials in the
State House.

Public Assistance

Commonwealth's art collection continues to grow, evidenced by the
number of research inquiries addressed to this office, as well as by requests for
photographs. The Art Commission continues to respond to inquiries for the art and battle flag
Public awareness of the
increasing

background and information, as well as images for research and
from both collections will appear in historical documentaries,
scholarly works, school textbooks, and many general interest publications. The office is also
contacted frequently for information on State House history and architecture, public art collections,
and art conservation issues and procedures.
collections, providing historical

publication. This year, objects

In-House activities
The Art Commission remains available to assist State House tenants on a variety of
art-related matters. Over the past year we have facilitated loans from neighboring institutions,
overseen the relocation and reinstallation of art objects throughout the building, and advised offices
on the general care and display of objects in their care.

The Art Commission's office is located in the Grand Army of the Republic Memorial Room (room
27), thereby making the artifact and research collections available both by scheduled appointment
and on a drop-in basis three days per week to scholars and tourists.
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